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PUT A FLOOR UNDER
TAX COMPETITION

ELIMINATE ALL TAX
BREAKS ON PROFITS

Agree on a global minimum
effective tax rate and work
towards a common definition
of the tax base.

Grant tax breaks sparingly
and only on local costs to
support new productive
investment.

ESTABLISH A LEVEL
PLAYING FIELD

ENSURE PARTICIPATION

End special tax treatment
for foreign and/or large
companies, and publish
existing agreements.

Enable citizen engagement
in tax debates and provide
civil society access,
information and training to
productively engage in those
debates.

1. PUT A FLOOR UNDER TAX COMPETITION
Agree on a global minimum effective tax rate and work towards a common
definition of the tax base.
The most effective way to put a floor under global
tax competition would be to set a minimum
effective rate of corporate income tax measured by
the total income taxes paid by a corporation over
its total profits. Setting a minimum effective rate
is key because this measurement includes tax
breaks to the base (that is, the income on which
taxes are charged), and effective rates can often
be much lower, and in many cases half, of the
statutory rate.1 In fact, the rules used to calculate

the base are often where most of the tax
exemptions (and thus tax avoidance) lie.
The question of what level to set the minimum
effective rate is likely to be intensely debated:
statutory rates of corporate income tax worldwide
appear to be converging around 25 percent but
various countries have adopted much lower
statutory rates and even more generous cuts to the
tax base, and may be reluctant to give them up.2
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Mobility of capital and acute competition between
countries to attract it has resulted in successive
reduction in the effective tax rates over time,
besides diverting investments to low tax
jurisdictions.
For this reason, a global agreement on a minimum
effective tax rate would most likely require the
existence of a global tax body which allows equal
participation for all countries, including the
poorest. Only this body could provide the inclusive
participation and global legitimacy that this kind
of agreement would require. No such body exists
at the moment: the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) cannot play

this role because its membership is dominated by
rich countries. As we recommended in our
Declaration of 2015, Member States should
upgrade the UN Committee of Experts on
International Cooperation in Tax Matters to an
intergovernmental Commission and provide it with
adequate resources. In the short term, however,
countries should pursue minimum effective tax
rates within regional groupings en route towards
global convergence. Alternatively, or in addition,
if major countries like the US or those within the
EU set a global minimum tax rate for any firm
operating (producing or selling) within them, that
would de facto introduce a global minimum tax.3

2. ELIMINATE ALL TAX BREAKS ON PROFITS
Grant tax breaks sparingly and only on local costs to support new
productive investment.
In addition to reducing statutory tax rates,
countries wage tax competition by awarding tax
breaks for particular types of companies or
activities. The most harmful tax breaks that
should be targeted for elimination are those which
apply to corporate profits. These include:
• Special Purpose Entity regimes that allow
profits to be routed through holding companies,
which are subject to low or no taxation and
often provide secrecy or reporting exemptions.
Such regimes are an open invitation to
multinationals to shift profits into them from
elsewhere.
• Tax breaks on the profits from intellectual
property, such as the so-called “patent boxes”
that have spread across Europe. Although
presented as a spur to innovation, such tax
breaks are in reality tools of tax competition. If
governments seek to encourage corporate
research and development (R&D), there are less
harmful ways of doing so, such as providing
more public funds for research or more tax
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relief for genuine R&D costs, but in the latter
case only as deductions on expenses incurred
in the jurisdiction where research takes place.
• Tax holidays, often associated with Special
Economic Zones in developing countries. These
tax breaks can last as long as ten to fifteen
years and create an incentive for companies to
shift profits from elsewhere into the subsidiary
that benefits from the tax holiday. Once the tax
holiday expires, a company may simply re-form
or relocate to another country.
• Agreements with individual companies, such as
stability clauses in contracts that prevent new
laws from applying to investors or advanced tax
rulings that sanction complex structures which
enable profit-shifting, can result in very
significant revenue losses.
Tax breaks on profits are often very expensive in
revenue terms and they reward companies for
booking profits in particular places at particular
times, which is not necessarily the same thing at

“

Tax breaks on profits are hard
to administer, easy to abuse and
can end up rewarding investments
which were going to be sufficiently
profitable anyway...

all as creating lasting investment and jobs. Tax
breaks on profits are hard to administer, easy to
abuse and can end up rewarding investments
which were going to be sufficiently profitable
anyway: they are also used extensively as tools of
international tax competition. For these reasons,
they should be eliminated.
There may be certain circumstances in which tax
incentives for corporations are justifiable as a
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policy tool, for example in cases of market failure
or to achieve social or environmental objectives.
However, there will always be a risk of abuse or
lobbying by politically-connected sectors for
special treatment, or simply that a tax incentive
does not justify its cost but remains in place due
to inertia and lack of scrutiny. For these reasons,
tax incentives need to be applied sparingly and
used only to relieve companies’ new investment
costs, not to boost their after-tax profits.

3. ESTABLISH A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD
End special tax treatment for foreign and/or large companies, and
publish existing agreements.
Tax breaks should be generally avoided, but if
absolutely imperative, tax breaks offered to
companies should be available to non-residents
and residents equally in order to avoid unfair
competitive advantages for foreign multinational
firms over domestic enterprises, many of which
are small and medium in size and lead to the
greatest employment growth. Tax advantages that
require little or no economic activity (for example,
employment, assets, and sales) in the host
jurisdiction can act as a barrier for development of
domestic innovation and should be regarded as
inherently illegitimate and therefore removed as a
matter of priority by those countries which offer
them. Two types of special tax regimes are of

particular concern in this regard: double taxation
agreements and special economic zones.
There are over 3,000 bilateral double taxation
agreements that divide taxing rights over
approximately $600 billion of investment flows.
Double tax agreements encourage investment
flows between treaty partners by reducing or even
eliminating withholding taxes on a multinational
company’s outbound payments of interest,
royalties, dividends and various service fees. In
addition, these agreements restrict the taxing
power or jurisdiction of a host country over the
multinational while purely domestic firms do not
enjoy these exceptions.
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At the same time, non-discrimination clauses in
tax agreements bind host countries to giving the
same benefits to multinational firms as received
by domestic firms. We believe that just as double
tax agreements guarantee non-discrimination for
multinational firms, they should also require the
same for domestic firms, which do not have the
ability to transfer taxable profits to foreign
subsidiaries through outbound payments.
Therefore, withholding taxes and permanent
establishment rules in double tax agreements
should ensure equitable treatment for domestic
and foreign firms.

Secondly, despite the fact that Special Economic
Zones may advance economic development
objectives by providing one dedicated location for
tariff-free logistics and trade, they should not
function as mini-tax havens. General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) treaty rules prohibit
the use of export subsidies, which include direct
tax incentives,4 and thus, any tax incentive must
be offered to investments in goods and services
alike and to all firms, both foreign and domestic,
and regardless of location.

4. ENSURE PARTICIPATION
Enable citizen engagement in tax debates and provide civil society access,
information and training to productively engage in those debates.
The right of citizens to participate in public
affairs, including tax debates, is guaranteed under
international human rights law.5 Meaningful
participation by citizens depends on transparency
and accessibility of information and as a result,
governments should ensure openness and
participation by encouraging citizen engagement
in tax and budget processes, including

Parliamentary debates, for instance, by giving
evidence at committee hearings on tax bills.
Specifically, this implies that tax breaks that are
granted to relieve investment costs should be
subject to public hearing before adoption and
when legislated, conditional on the attainment of
measurable goals, and should include sunset
provisions. Tax expenditures (the cost of tax
incentives in place) should be regularly reported
to the public in budget expenditure reports which
are detailed enough to allow for informed public
scrutiny. At a minimum, tax incentives should be
reported on an industry sector basis, and ideally
on a per-company basis, including the estimated
tax expenditures and associated conditions. There
should be no secret agreements of the kind
offered to Apple by Ireland. Secret conditions can
create the risk of corruption and favoritism, and
secrecy makes it virtually impossible for civil
society to ensure whether the government is in
fact complying with the law.
Moreover, we strongly believe that in order to
adequately protect the public interest and
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preserve the right of citizen participation, the role
of civil society should be formalized in national
tax and budget processes. This means that civil
society should be included in debates and
discussions at the highest level. It also means
supporting citizen bodies with training so that
they can participate at the required technical level
and conduct independent research to support
their position. Initiatives like the Tax Justice
Academy6 run by Tax Justice Network - Africa are
a step forward in citizen engagement on taxation,
and should receive wider government support.
Even at the local level, citizens can hold their
government accountable to avoid procurement
from companies which engage in tax dodging.7
At the international level, civil society should also
play an integral role in augmenting tax

cooperation between countries to set international
tax norms and standards, which often have
significant effects on the ability of governments to
provide the maximum available resources toward
the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural
rights of their citizens.8 Civil society organizations
have been originators of case studies and tools,
such as the Financial Secrecy Index,9 that
illustrate and measure the effects of individual
country tax and transparency policies on the
ability of other countries to raise much-needed
revenues to reduce poverty and inequality within
their borders. Thus, the role of citizens in tax
processes is vital and should be preserved and
strengthened to incorporate the public interest at
both the local and global levels.

RATIONALE: WHY WE NEED MORE EFFECTIVE
TAXATION OF CORPORATE PROFITS
1. TAXING CORPORATE PROFITS GOOD
FOR THE ECONOMY: Corporate income
tax is an important source of public revenues,
which contribute to investment, employment
and long-term sustainable growth.
Most countries levy an income tax on companies
just as they do individuals. States give companies
the ability to incorporate, which shields the
individual owners from legal liability and provides
property protections backed by the power of the
State. This privileged status paves the pathway for
the free flow of commerce and stimulates
innovation, and ultimately maximizes productivity
of the firms.
The corporate income tax (CIT) also helps to fund
public expenditures, such as physical and legal
infrastructure, as well as other public goods like
education and healthcare that in turn, increase

social stability and the vitality of human capital—
all drivers of long-term sustainable growth.
Some economists argue that CIT might have a
negative effect on savings and/or investment and
that the tax rate should therefore be zero. The
argument is that in a large or closed economy, CIT
would drain away corporate funds for investment
and shareholders receiving reduced dividends
might save less, so that banks would have fewer
funds for investment. In a small or open economy,
the argument runs, higher rates of CIT could
induce domestic investors to seek higher returns
abroad or deter inflows of capital, thus reducing
investment and growth.10
This negative view of CIT is not borne out,
however, by empirical studies recently surveyed by
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). These
studies are ambiguous on the size and even the
direction of the effect of increased CIT on growth.
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“

The corporate income tax also funds public expenditures, such as
physical and legal infrastructure, as well as other public goods like
education and healthcare that in turn, increase social stability and the
vitality of human capital—all drivers of long-term sustainable growth.

”

The IMF’s own econometric study does find
modest negative effects, but these are small and
not very statistically significant.11 Specifically, in
relation to foreign investment, the IMF finds
evidence that CIT rates affect financial flows into
developing countries, but these flows do not in
fact contribute to either real investment or
economic growth.12
It is also important to note that corporate
investment decisions are complex, and rely on the
fact that external finance, for example, through
banks, is always an alternative to retaining profits
so that tax levels will influence funding structures
(the use of debt in particular) rather than the level
of investment.13 Economic theory and evidence
suggest that the adverse effects, if they exist, are
much less than is commonly alleged, especially by
politicians and corporations. Almost all countries
provide an exemption for interest payments (the
abuse of this exemption was one of the subjects
on which the OECD Base Erosion and ProfitShifting (BEPS) project focused.) Since at the
margin, a very large fraction (indeed most)
investment is financed by debt, the reduction in
return is commensurate with the reduction in
cost: there is, therefore, no adverse effect.
Indeed, since most countries provide depreciation
allowances that are greater than true economic
depreciation (that is, depreciation allowances that
would correspond to the true decline in market
value), higher tax rates can actually be associated
with greater investment.14
Moreover, modern growth theory suggests that
design of CIT to stimulate firms’ investment in
worker training or R&D will result in higher
productivity growth.15 The resources mobilized by
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CIT have a positive effect on private investment
when applied to productive infrastructure (such as
transport), human capital formation (skills) and
R&D. This is particularly important where the
revenue originates from rents generated by natural
resources.
Thus, while it may be true that all taxes depress
consumption and investment demand and CIT is
no exception, compensating government
expenditure even within a balanced budget regime
will raise demand and stimulate employment and
output even more, particularly where there is
unemployment. Within this regime, the CIT is an
essential element of public fiscal resources and
there is no reason to believe that at present rates
it significantly constrains investment, growth or
employment.

2. TAXING CORPORATE PROFITS
PROMOTES SOCIAL JUSTICE: Corporate
Income Tax plays an important role in reducing
inequality by strengthening progressive taxation
and by providing funds for public services and
social protection programs.
Across the globe, countries consistently levy a CIT
on corporate profits largely because it is easier to
collect tax from registered and regulated
companies than profits in the hands of individual
shareholders, many of whom may reside abroad
(or pretend to, by holding their shares through
offshore companies or trusts). The CIT also
effectively taxes earnings that companies retain,
which are hard to tax at the individual level. If
there were no CIT, small businesses could escape
tax by incorporating and labelling their earnings as

capital income. Thus, the CIT is in effect a
‘withholding tax’ on dividends otherwise payable
to shareholders by reducing dividend pay-outs or
the capital value of the firms’ retained earnings.
As a result, the CIT is a tax on the rich, who are
the main owners of corporations, directly as
shareholders or indirectly as participants in
investment (including pension) funds.
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The CIT has an important role in reducing
inequality. Household income distribution—one of
the most-cited measures of inequality—is not in

capital-labor ratio; so labor productivity falls (this
model assumes full employment) and as a result,
wages decrease. Small, open economies are
particularly sensitive to CIT variability under this
view. Therefore, they assert that profits taxation
should be replaced by consumption taxation, such
as the value added tax (VAT). This notion,
however, has little or no empirical basis. A recent
comprehensive survey of the empirical literature
finds “some evidence that suggests that corporate
taxation may lower wages, but the preponderance

fact determined by the wage/profit split alone, but
also by the reduction of the disposable incomes of
the richest households through progressive
taxation of capital income and the increase in the
incomes of the poorest through social
expenditures. This social expenditure (universal
free health and education, pensions,
unemployment pay, etc.), funded in part by CIT,
also has an indirect macroeconomic effect by
increasing domestic demand and thus, output and
employment, also reducing inequality.
Some economists,16 however, have held that
workers (and not corporate owners) bear the
greatest burden of the tax, arguing that the CIT
“leads to lower investment and thus a lower

of evidence does not suggest any wage effects
from corporate taxation … there is no robust
evidence that corporate tax burdens have large
depressing effects on wages.”17
Moreover, increased reliance on VAT in both
developed and developing countries in response to
capital mobility has also worsened household
income inequality because VAT is generally
regressive with the greatest tax burden falling on
immobile unskilled labor.18 Last but not the least,
there is growing evidence for the positive effect of
reduced inequality directly on growth whether
through enhanced social stability (and thus
reduced investor risk) or though greater family
investment in health and education.19 As a result,
CIT revenues can make a significant contribution
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to the reduction of income inequality and
inequality and to the increase of social stability
and sustainable growth in the long run.

3. TAXING GLOBAL PROFITS PROMOTES
DEVELOPMENT: Corporate income tax revenue
is even more important to developing countries,
which receive international investment.
Typically, CIT revenues account for around 8
percent of fiscal revenue in developed countries
and 16 percent in developing ones – about 4
percent of global GDP or US$ 3 trillion a year.20
The importance of CIT revenue to developing
countries has been rising over time: in the 1980s
it represented about 12 percent of fiscal revenue.
At the same time, statutory CIT rates have fallen
since the 1980s, and the effective tax burden on
profits is much lower due to widespread tax
breaks. The rising revenue share despite this
reduction in rates implies that the tax base has in
fact been growing despite profit-shifting abroad by
large firms. This appears to be due to two factors:
on the one hand, the growing share of profits in
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national income in response to structural
adjustment programs (liberalization, privatization,
wage restraint, etc.); and improved tax
administration capturing small and medium firms
from the ‘informal’ sector within the tax system on
the other.21
Nevertheless, there are enormous pressures from
foreign investors and foreign governments to
extend further tax concessions in the form of tax
holidays, tax-free zones, investment and tax
treaties and acceptance of corporate ownership
structures designed to facilitate tax avoidance.
Such concessions are often designed to favor
foreign over domestic firms, imposing a
disadvantage on the latter. The scale of losses
from the last factor is large: around USD 100
billion annually according to the OECD.”22 Tax
breaks to attract capital inflows seem to bring few
long-term benefits: in a study of developing
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean and
in Africa, the IMF finds evidence that lower
corporate income tax rates and longer tax holidays
are effective in attracting foreign investment, but
not in boosting gross private fixed capital

formation or growth.23 Moreover, even when lower
rates and generous tax breaks bring more
investment to one country, it is not clear this
brings more investment to developing countries as
a whole. To the contrary, tax breaks seem to
simply shift the location of production from one
country to another, and as overall revenue for
developing countries is reduced, so is
development.
Given their greater dependence on CIT revenues
and often critical need to fund national
development priorities, it is vital for developing
countries to be able protect their corporate tax
base and levy a reasonable tax rate on large firms
whether foreign or domestically owned.
Therefore, global corporate profits need to be
taxed in a more effective way. The rate of
corporation tax has declined worldwide and the
tax base is increasingly undermined by aggressive
avoidance schemes, tax giveaways and opaque
offshore corporate structures.
Since the 1980s, statutory CIT rates have declined
from around 45 percent to around 25 percent in
developed countries. In high- and middle-income
developing countries the rate has fallen from 40
percent to 25 percent; and in low-income
developing countries from 45 percent to 30
percent.24 There are domestic reasons for this shift,
including changing attitudes to the private sector
and the decline of organized labor. Moreover, as
capital mobility increases worldwide, competition
between countries to attract foreign firms (and
retain their own) has been a major driver.25
In fact, effective CIT rates – that is, the amount of
tax corporations actually pay as a proportion of
profits26 are lower than these statutory rates
because of the large tax breaks given to firms,
either through agreement or domestic tax
legislation. The World Bank and the accounting
firm PwC estimate that in high-income OECD
countries the effective rate is now only 14.9
percent of profits for a medium-sized domestic
company, while in developing countries it varies

by region – from 11 percent to 20 percent - with an
average of around 15 percent. Worldwide the
average CIT burden for this type of company is
estimated at only 14 percent of (declared) profits.27
Multinational entities (MNEs) pay an even lower
effective rate because a large part of their profits
are reported in offshore financial centers, giving
them an unfair advantage over domestic firms. As
a result, the key issue is not so much the statutory
CIT rate but rather the CIT base, which is eroded
both by excessive tax breaks to firms and the
shifting of profits to lower- or zero-tax
jurisdictions. Unsurprisingly, MNEs increasingly
lobby for more of the former and take advantage
of the latter.
A recent survey28 of econometric work suggests
that MNEs as a whole transfer up to 30 percent or
more of their income earned from affiliate entities
in high-tax jurisdictions to those in lower-tax
jurisdictions. The United States, for instance,
suffered estimated losses in 2004 and 2008 of
$60 and 90 billion respectively or about 30
percent of CIT revenues.29 The OECD
conservatively estimates that base erosion and
profit-shifting causes revenue losses worldwide of
between $100 and 240 billion annually,
equivalent to between 4 percent and 10 percent
of global revenues from CIT.30 IMF researchers
have offered a higher estimate of approximately
$200 billion in revenue losses or about 1.3
percent of GDP for non-OECD countries and
between $400 and $500 billion for OECD
countries, or in the order of one percent of GDP.31
If the CIT is to be saved from this downward trend
(both in terms of the base and rate), the system of
taxing global profits requires radical alteration.
Note that while profit-shifting is sometimes only a
matter of socially unproductive spending on more
tax lawyers and accountants, tax competition
more generally results in the location of
production activities in places where it is not
efficient from a global perspective. Thus tax
competition actually harms global growth, both
directly, through depriving especially developing
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countries of revenues needed for growthenhancing public investments, and indirectly,
through its distortionary effect on the allocation of
public investment.
Without strengthened international tax
cooperation, such an alteration will not be
possible. Tax cooperation is necessary in a
globalized economy, while tax competition leads
to global welfare losses. The prevailing narrative of
competition for foreign investment between
countries underpins a system of uncoordinated
and outdated rules, ever-increasing tax breaks,
and tax secrecy.
Unbridled competition between countries to
attract foreign firms by lowering statutory rates,
granting tax breaks, and providing secrecy of
ownership creates ‘winners’ and ‘losers’, but
overall, it leads to a welfare loss worldwide.
Despite arguments that tax competition creates
incentives for more efficient government
spending, there is no evidence that international
tax competition makes governments more efficient
nor is there any reason to think that it would,
given that other forms of taxation make up a more
significant share of government revenues. Instead,
this approach undermines the collection of
revenues that help to provide basic public goods
and build strong, sustainable economies.
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The IMF identifies two separate ‘spillovers’ from
this de facto regime built up of different and
competitive national systems and a patchwork of
double taxation treaties, which permits increased
MNE tax avoidance. Tax base erosion by profitshifting incentives (‘base spillover’) means that a
1 percentage-point increase in a country’s CIT rate
will reduce its CIT tax base by about 0.6 percent
of GDP. Tax policy response to other countries
(‘strategic spillover’) means that a one point CIT
rate reduction in most countries induces a 0.5
point rate cut, with a slightly larger response to
rates in ‘haven’ countries. Also, larger countries’
tax policies have a stronger effect on other
countries.32
The welfare losses33 arise from the externalities
generated by one country’s tax rate-setting on the
welfare of other countries. A lower tax rate in
other countries moves capital out and reduces tax
revenue and public spending; whether the best
response to this is to raise or lower the tax rate
depends on the marginal value of public
spending. In terms of the game theory underlying
the literature, the Nash equilibrium is Pareto
inefficient: all countries would benefit from a
uniform increase in tax rates. This is the central
result in the argument against unconstrained
international tax competition. This conclusion is
strongly reinforced if (a) CIT resources are used to

enhance productivity; and (b) income distribution
has an effect on growth.
Indeed, as the world has become increasingly
concerned about inequality, the effects of tax
competition on inequality should be given more
attention. To the extent that countries attempt to
recover tax revenues lost as a result of tax
competition, they will have to turn to taxing less
mobile factors: unskilled labor and small- and
medium-sized domestic businesses. As a result,
CIT competition inevitably results in greater
inequality.
The tax competition ‘poster child’ is the classic
tax haven, which may offer tax secrecy, low or zero
tax rates, a wide treaty network, possibly a special
economic zone granting generous tax exemptions
on direct taxes, and various tax breaks, often for
companies owned by non-residents or not engaged
in the domestic economy, while maximizing their
own fiscal income as free riders. Such facilities
often provide secrecy to shield owners, by
impeding financial or other regulators of other
countries from ascertaining the balance sheet
position or other aspects of the activities of
multinational corporations.34 The Panama Papers
and the Bahamas Leaks have exposed the global
reach of such networks enabled by a chain of
intermediaries such as banks, law and accounting
firms. Such secrecy also combined with special

tax breaks often attracts and facilitates money
laundering, and thus, supports a variety of illicit
activities, again as illustrated by the Panama
Papers.35
Additionally, as revealed in the Luxembourg Leaks
scandal, revenue authorities may directly provide
tax rulings to facilitate preferential tax
arrangements for various company structures
under a cloak of secrecy. Ironically, this secrecy
must be combined with strong property rights to
protect both the hidden assets and the identity of
the owner – so that such jurisdictions are
invariably within or effectively underwritten by
major financial centers. Tax havens can only exist
under the protection of a developed country,
which can guarantee the rule of law. Without
confidence that some regulatory authority will
protect the asset owner’s property and privacy
from the hosting intermediary and other countries’
regulators, these shelters would effectively be shut
down. As the report Overcoming the Shadow
Economy argues, these offshore centers provide
no socially productive benefits to the global
economy and impose enormous harm, and exist
only because they are tolerated—indeed, virtually
encouraged—by leading developed countries.
Special interests within those countries have
found it convenient to use these offshore centers
for tax and regulatory circumvention.

“

To the extent that countries
attempt to recover tax revenues
lost as a result of tax competition,
they will have to turn to taxing
less mobile factors: unskilled labor
and small- and medium-sized
domestic businesses. As a result,
CIT competition inevitably results
in greater inequality.

”
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The adverse effects of tax competition on the
economy and society at both the national and
global levels are even worse than just described.
Individual income can easily be converted into
corporate income, and thus, if the corporate
income tax is de facto low, high income
individuals de facto will pay a low rate on their
capital income. Thus, overall, the tax system
becomes regressive. Regressive tax systems,

rightly, are viewed as unfair. Our tax system
requires voluntary compliance, but it will be
increasingly difficult to get such voluntary
compliance if the tax system is viewed as unfair.
Moreover, a regressive tax system leads to a more
unequal society; and – as we have noted, more
unequal societies perform more poorly, are more
divided, and their economies grow more slowly
and are subject to more instability.36

TACKLING TAX COMPETITION:
THE NEED FOR A HOLISTIC APPROACH
At the July 2015 Third International Conference
on Financing for Development in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, the G77 and China’s proposal for a UN
intergovernmental tax body to ensure such
coordination was effectively quashed.37 Instead,
the G20 working through the OECD, has taken the
lead on global tax coordination in standard
setting, implementation and evaluation through
two subsidiary bodies: the ‘Inclusive Framework’
for international tax standards and the ‘Global
Forum’ for implementation of transparency and
information exchange measures.
All countries have been encouraged to join as
members to implement standards set by the OECD
and the G20. Countries that fail to adopt and
implement the tax transparency standards as well
as participate in the appropriate legal instruments
by mid 2017 could be subject to economic
sanctions by other G20 and OECD countries.
Although such coordination efforts are a step
forward, there remains a core global governance
problem due to the lack of equal, effective and
timely participation of developing countries.38
As long as the G20 and the OECD are dominated
by the rich countries, the outputs will be geared to
the interests of those countries. The OECD’s
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spotty history of blacklisting is well known and
illustrates the difficulty of trying to tackle tax
competition in the absence of a globally
representative body. After the G7 leaders
mandated the OECD to address ‘harmful tax
practices’, the OECD created a ‘black list’ of tax
havens in 2000, most of whom were taken off just
two years later after agreeing to the OECD
standards of information exchange.39 By 2009, all
jurisdictions were taken off the list but, as the
Panama Papers demonstrate, many jurisdictions
which were initially removed from the list in
2000, namely the jurisdictions and dependencies
of the leading countries of the OECD, continued to
conduct business as usual.40
More recently, during the BEPS process, the
Forum on Harmful Tax Practices found that 16
regimes that gave tax breaks on profits from
intellectual property (‘patent boxes’) were either
wholly or partially inconsistent with the agreed
‘nexus’ criteria that the tax breaks from patent
boxes are allowed so long as they are
commensurate to R&D expenditures by the
taxpayer. Some countries have already proposed
amendments, notably the United Kingdom, to its
patent box regime. However, other countries, such
as Switzerland and Ireland, have newly introduced
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patent box regimes, compliant with the nexus
criteria.41
Many observers have criticized the outcome
of BEPS on patent boxes as legitimizing and
even intensifying tax competition. Yet the
OECD has made clear that the purpose of its
work on harmful tax competition has been to
create a wall between ‘helpful’ and ‘harmful’
tax competition. The most recent report of the
FHTP states that the forum is “not intended
to promote the harmonization of income taxes
or tax structures generally within or outside
the OECD, nor is it about dictating to any
country what should be the appropriate level
of tax rates” but only to encourage “free and
fair tax competition”, a “level playing field”
and “expansion of global economic growth.”42
While we agree that there should be a level
playing field, which precludes favoritism
toward foreign firms, along with inclusive
global economic growth, in practice “free and
fair tax competition” amounts to no more
than a race to the bottom.

The Member States of the European Union
attempted a similar effort to identify and
curtail harmful tax practices via their Code of
Conduct Group on Business Taxation, set up
in 1998.43 In practice, the designation of tax
practices as harmful came down to
negotiation among European governments,
including those which had adopted these
practices. The process has been a failure: it
did not prevent any of the egregious abuses
which have been revealed in recent years by
the Luxembourg Leaks scandal, investigations
by the media and civil society and the illegal
state aid inquiries of the European
Commission. Yet the European Commission
continues to promote “fair tax competition”
as a principle of good tax governance; the
only thing seemingly precluded is “special
deals” which are treated as State Aid, and it
is for this that Ireland was chastised.
As a Commission, we believe the historical
record shows that it is fruitless to continue
existing efforts, which rely on the notion that
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“

Countries do – and should – compete
internationally but this must be in terms of the
skills of their labor force, the quality of their
infrastructure, their capacity for innovation and
above all the inclusiveness of their societies.

”

“free” and/or “fair” tax competition can be
separated from the harmful variety. In reality, all
international tax competition has the potential to
undercut countries’ fiscal bases. Solutions cannot
be negotiated on a case-by-case basis between
governments, or even within exclusive groups of
countries which set rules for others to implement.
Inevitably such rules are geared toward protecting
favored tax breaks (and of course, favored firms)
even when these demonstrably undercut the tax
revenues of other countries. Moreover, piecemeal
attempts to curb particular “harmful” practices
simply invite countries to invent new kinds of tax
incentives, which achieve the same tax-reducing
effect but fall outside the current criteria of
harmfulness.
A consistent and integrated approach is required,
one which recognizes the vital contribution made
by the CIT to fiscal resources and social equity, and
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which allows some variation between national tax
systems while ensuring common minimum
standards to protect the public interest of all. In
order to secure long-term sustainable growth and
ensure the fulfilment of governments’ human rights
obligations to its citizens, while advancing the
development of poor countries, we must recognize
the high cost of tax competition. Instead, we must
set our sights on strengthened international
cooperation underpinned by equal participation by
all countries to deliver effective global tax reform.
Countries do – and should – compete
internationally but this must be in terms of the
skills of their labor force, the quality of their
infrastructure, their capacity for innovation and
above all the inclusiveness of their societies.
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